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THE MIDRASHIC FILLING OF EIKHA’S VOID

W

hile the book of Eikha laments the destruction of Jerusalem
and the First Temple in 586 BCE, early Jewish interpretation
of the book takes place within a context of other national
catastrophes.1 First, the Roman destruction of Jerusalem and the Second
Temple in 70 CE left the nation dazed. Two unsuccessful uprisings follow, compounding the suffering.2 Rabbinic exegesis of Eikha illustrates
the manner in which the religious leadership utilized the book to cope
with their own contemporary calamities.
A compendium of rabbinic commentaries on the book of Eikha,
Eikha Rabba consists of exegesis and supplementary ideas written over
the course of several hundred years following the destruction of Jerusalem’s Second Temple.3 Filled with vivid, detailed midrashim, this
book offers special insight into Hazal’s role as counselors, who seek to
offer their communities guidance in contending with their current
situations.4
Ibn Ezra alludes to the rich multiplicity of Eikha’s midrashim in the
introduction to his commentary on Eikha: “Some [midrashim] contain
riddles, secrets, or exalted allegories, some soothe wearied hearts with
1

I am indebted to S. D. J. Cohen, “The Destruction: From Scripture to Midrash,”
Prooftexts 2 (1982), 18–39, for his general approach on the intersection between
Eikha and Eikha Rabba.
2
I refer to the so-called Kitos War, the uprising of the Jews of Cyrenaica, Egypt,
and Cyprus against Rome in 115–117 CE and the disastrous end of the Bar Kokhba
revolt (132–135 CE).
3
Eikha Rabba is not driven solely or even primarily by exegetical interests, but
uses the text to supplement or even alter the basic meaning of the text, in the spirit
of Maimonides’ observation in Guide III, 43. For a good overview of Eikha Rabba,
see A. Reizel, Introduction to the Midrashic Literature [Hebrew] (Tevunot, 2011),
183–193, and the bibliography on 193–196.
4
The urgent need for a contemporary explanation of the hurban may explain why
Eikha Rabba is one of the oldest works of midrashic literature. Eikha Rabba (also
called Aggadat Eikha, Megillat Eikha, Midrash Kinot, Eikha Rabbati) was completed
c. 500 CE, apparently in the Land of Israel.
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insightful themes, and some are designed to strengthen those who stumble and fill those who are empty.”
In order to apply the book of Eikha to contemporary reality, rabbinic
literature presupposes a timeless meaning for the book, in which Eikha’s
lamentations incorporate all past tragedies and anticipate all future ones.5
A verse in Eikha can refer to the death of Aaron, the exile of the ten tribes,
or to the martyrs of the Tannaitic period.6 Eikha Rabba 5:9 applies one
verse in Eikha to four different time-periods: Israel’s wanderings in the
desert, Daniel’s vision, Isaiah’s prophecies, and the contemporary troubles of the rabbinic period, which trumps previous eras in terms of
severity.
Rabbinic literature often conflates the destructions of Jerusalem,
interpreting many verses in Eikha’s lament of the first temple as a forecast of the second hurban.7 Note, for example the following interpretation of the double appearance of the word apo (His anger) in Eikha
2:1:
“On the day of His anger” (Eikha 2:1). [The word] “His anger” (apo)
appears twice; once for the First Temple and once in regard to the Second
Temple.

A Theological Void
The book of Eikha contains an evocative description of pain and loss.
Nevertheless, its approach to dealing with the aftermath of loss proves
woefully inadequate for rabbinic purposes. It lacks a well-developed explanation for the nation’s suffering, offering instead a laconic portrayal of
general sinfulness. Evil enemies jeer and prosper, prevailing in spite of
their cruelty. God’s role (although sometimes justified) is brief and often
5

The fact that Eikha lacks narrative, dates, or identified persons supports this
approach.
In Hazal’s view, Eikha can also refer to all pain suffered by all individuals. This is
because the book is not about a city, a temple, a religion, or a specific point in history.
It is a timeless story of humans who suffer.
6
Eikha Rabba 1:56 explains that Eikha 1:21 refers to Aaron’s death. Eikha Rabba
1:23 (explaining 1:2); 4:20 and 5:6 sees a reference to the exile of the ten tribes.
Eikha Rabba 2:4 posits that Eikha 2:4 refers to the death of the Ten Martyrs. Eikha
Rabba 3:51 explains Eikha 3:51 as a lament over the children who died in the siege
of Beitar.
7
A typical formulation interprets a verse first about the Babylonian king,
Nebuchadnezzar, and then interprets the same verse as referring to the Roman emperor,
Vespasian. See, e.g., Eikha Rabba 3:2 and 3:4.
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unpleasant, laced with wrath and hostility. The book’s theological
grappling appears in a mere nineteen verses at its center (3:21–39), plus
an additional two verses toward its end (5:19–20). Eikha offers little by
way of rehabilitation, consolation, or hope for the future. Interpreters
seeking positive messages for a suffering community will find that Eikha
falls short of their needs.
Eikha’s rabbinic interpreters fill in the void left by the book by extracting from it messages of rehabilitation, consolation, and hope. This
often involves creative interpretation, sometimes even the twisting of the
plain meaning in a bid to obtain the required results. See, for example the
manner in which Eikha Rabba (5:8) engages in bold exegesis to reinterpret a verse that describes hopelessness:
“Servants ruled us; there was none to extricate us from their hand”
(Eikha 5:8). Servants ruled us: That refers to Egypt. There was none to
extricate us from their hand: Were it not for Moses! Another interpretation: Servants ruled us: These are the four kingdoms. There was none to
extricate us from their hand: Were it not for God!

In a series of interpretive statements, R. Shimon ben Lakish repeatedly
declares that although “God despairs of the righteous in this world, He
will yet return and have compassion over them [during the time of redemption]” (Eikha Rabba 3:1, 3:6, 3:9, 3:20). While two of these statements seem to align with the simple meaning of the verse (3:26, 31), two
of these assertions reverse the basic meaning of a despondent verse (3:2,
3:18).
Why do Hazal need to reinterpret the book of Eikha in addressing
their calamities? If the book of Eikha does not offer consolation, why go
to such lengths to extract messages of comfort from it?
Ironically, Eikha Rabba’s disregard for Eikha’s textual meaning presupposes Hazal’s respect for the book. In the rabbinic post-prophetic
reality, textual exegesis becomes the method for eliciting the word of
God. To help their constituents deal with their enormous catastrophes,
rabbinic interpreters look to the biblical book of national tragedy to obtain divine messages of consolation and advice. The creativity and energy
that underlie this exegesis testify to the importance that rabbinic interpreters ascribe to the biblical text.
By not directly addressing the critical questions, Eikha creates a theological vacuum. Why, in fact, does God destroy Jerusalem at this time?
Which specific sins cause this terrible catastrophe, and why is this generation more deserving of punishment than previous ones?
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Eikha’s refusal to delineate specific sins spawns a lingering sense of
disproportionate judgment.8 The resulting disenchantment with God
finds expression in sporadic horrified outbursts, which periodically erupt
throughout the book: “God stamped like a winepress on maiden daughter
of Judah!” (1:15) and, “God completed His wrath, spilled out the anger
of His nostrils” (4:11). Despondency laces the following statement: “My
endurance is lost, as is my hope in God” (3:18), while outrage seems to
accompany this one: “Look, God, and see! To whom have You done
this?” (2:20). Although these emotional outbursts often subside in the
verses that follow, eruptions continue to flare up, exposing the theological tensions that lie under the book’s surface.
For rabbinic interpreters, Eikha does not provide adequate answers,
leaving a dangerous theological void.9 Without specific sins, the enormous calamity seems unwarranted. This may be the backdrop for the
huge variety of explicit sins introduced by Eikha Rabba to explain the
hurban.10 Midrashim sketch an elaborate portrait of a sin-filled city, presenting an unsystematic panoply of iniquities. Jumbling together sins
against God with sins against their fellow man, severe sins along with less
serious ones, the Midrash indicates that the nation’s sins are ubiquitous
and varied.11 Jerusalem’s inhabitants are morally and religiously untethered, and their lifestyle is unconstrained by social or sacred norms.
To illustrate the breadth of the sinfulness, I offer a partial list of transgressions and iniquities mentioned in Eikha Rabba:
8

The book of Eikha often acknowledges that general sinfulness caused the hurban,
even if it does not catalog the underlying transgressions. Eikha Rabba mirrors this
perception, concluding fourteen of its thirty-six proems with the words, “Because
they sinned they were exiled, and because they were exiled, Jeremiah began to lament
over them, ‘How has the city sat alone!’” (Eikha 1:1). However, Eikha Rabba will
provide a more extensive explanation of the sins that lead to the devastating punishment.
9
For more on this topic, see A. Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew
Literature (Columbia University Press, 1984).
10
Midrashim often explain the events as due recompense for the people’s sinfulness, often beginning with the words, “Had you been worthy…” and continuing by
explaining that their unworthiness led to the undesirable result (“But now, since you
were not worthy”). See, e.g., Eikha Rabba, Petihta 11; Petihta 19; Petihta 23. Another refrain in Eikha Rabba 1:57 indicates that Israel’s punishment derives directly
from its sins (“You will find that that with which Israel sinned, he is struck”).
11
In a midrash that is likely meant to admonish his listeners and cause them to
transform their behavior, R. Huna opines that the punishment occurs due to those
who played ball on Shabbat (Eikha Rabba 2:4). This does not seem to be a literal attempt to explain the horrific events; indeed, sometimes Eikha Rabba appears to function less as discourses on events of the past and more as hortatory admonishments for
present behavior (see Cohen, Destruction, 26).
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They worshipped idols.
They refused to listen to prophets.
They did not pay their teachers.
They abandoned the Torah.
They transgressed the thirty-six sins that are punishable with karet
(excision).
They spilled blood.
They ceased bringing sacrifices.
They were cruel to the gentiles.
They took advantage of poor people.
They profaned God’s name.
They contaminated the Temple.
They profaned Sabbath and Yom Kippur.
They were arrogant and vulgar.
They denied the Ten Commandments.
They rejected circumcision.
They were joyful at the downfall of their fellows.
They did not turn to God in repentance.
They ate leavened bread on Passover.
They stole the charity to the poor.
They engaged in improper sexual relations and prostitution.
They removed the yoke of heaven from their necks.

Eikha Rabba also cite Israel’s perennial sins (the golden calf, the spies),
casting blame for the hurban upon the historical transgressions that accompany Israel in every generation. Eikha Rabba seems to flail about in
all directions, frantically searching for explanations that make sense of the
terrible calamity.12
The point of this catalog is not to malign the already battered community, but rather to explain the hurban in a way that offers the nation a
route to recovery. If the catastrophe occurred because of their sins, then
the simplest recourse is to repent and reconcile with God.
A second troubling theological problem of the book relates to God’s
role in the events. Eikha opens by describing a widowed city, alluding
both to the disappearance of Jerusalem’s populace and her God. Other
verses overtly describe God’s desertion asserting, for example, that,
“God’s face scattered them—He did not continue to look at them”
(Eikha 4:16). The recurring refrain asking God to look and see His
12

For a similar list, see Shabbat 119b. Some midrashim elaborate on the sins,
offering detailed stories illustrating how deeply sinfulness had penetrated into the
psyche of Jerusalem’s inhabitants. See, for example, Eikha Rabba 1:36 and 4:18.
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nation (e.g., Eikha 1:12, 2:20, 5:1) implies that God has turned His face
away from His people and is no longer interested in their fate or in maintaining a relationship with them. This state of God’s absence leaves a
dearth of hope and a profound uncertainty as to how to repair the
situation.
The depiction of God becomes more menacing when coupled with
His hostile posture in the book. Alarmingly, the principal enemy named
in the book is God Himself: “He poised His bow like an enemy; He steadied His right hand like an adversary. God was like an enemy, He swallowed Israel. He swallowed all of her palaces, He destroyed its fortresses,
and He increased in Judah mourning and moaning” (Eikha 2:4–5). God
is filled with anger in the book, and He uses it to afflict Israel, with devastating results: “Is there any pain like my pain that has been committed
against me, when God made me grieve on the day of his burning anger?”
(Eikha 1:12). The book often describes the terrible effects of God’s
wrath: “I am the man who has seen affliction by the rod of His anger…
He walked me in darkness and not light (Eikha 3:1–2); “God completed
His wrath, spilled out the anger of His nostrils. He lit a fire in Zion and
it consumed her foundations” (Eikha 4:11).
For Hazal, this presentation of God is untenable.13 How can Israel
reconcile with God if He is angry and unforgiving? And how can a spiritual leader present God as an adversary to a shattered nation? Where is
God and why has He not responded to their misery? God’s silence is especially troubling to the rabbis following the second hurban, given that
their exile shows no signs of ending.
Eikha Rabba frequently reverses Eikha’s depiction of God, who may
be justifiably incensed at his recalcitrant nation. Nevertheless, He is depicted mourning and lamenting His nation’s misfortune and suffering:14
“She surely cries.” [Jerusalem] cries and causes others to cry with her.
She cries and causes God to cry with her, as it says (Isaiah 22:12), “And
God summoned on that day for weeping and lamenting” (Eikha Rabba
1:23).
13
I do not mean to suggest that Eikha Rabba fails to recognize God’s punitive
role and withholds all manner of accusation against God. Like Eikha itself, some
midrashim exhibit striking audacity in discussing God’s active role in the calamity.
14
For more on these midrashim, see M. Ayali, “The God Who Suffers the Sufferings of Israel,” [Hebrew], in Studies in Jewish Thought, ed. S. Heller-Willensky and M.
Idel (Magnes, 1989), 29–50; T. Linafelt, “Life in Excess: The Midrash in Lamentations” in Surviving Lamentations: Catastrophe, Lament and Protest in the Aftermath
of a Biblical Book (University of Chicago Press, 2000), 104–108.
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God said to His ministering angels, “What does a human king who is in
mourning do?” They said to Him, “He wears black and covers his head
with sackcloth.” He [God] said, “So will I do” (Eikha Rabba 3:10).

In Eikha Rabba, God experiences sorrow and deep empathy for His nation’s
suffering. In sharing Israel’s grief, God becomes a source of consolation.
More poignantly, God is presented as a casualty of the catastrophe, in
which His chief role is victim rather than perpetrator:
God said to His ministering angels, “Come let us go, you and I, and see
what has happened to my house—what the enemies have done to it.
Immediately, God and His angels went, with Jeremiah leading the way.
When God saw the Temple, He said, “Surely, this is my house and this
is my resting place! Enemies have come and done with it as they please!”
At that moment, God wept and said, “Woe to me for my house! My
sons—where are you? My priests—where are you? My beloveds—where
are you? What shall I do for you? For I warned you and you did not repent.” God said to Jeremiah, “Today I am like a person who had one
child and he made for [that child] a wedding canopy, but [the child] died
while he was under it” (Eikha Rabba, Petihta 24).
“I was watchful, and I am like a lone bird on a roof” (Psalms 102:8).
God said, I was watchful so that I could rest my shekhina upon the Temple forever, but I became like a [lone] bird. Just as the bird, when one
takes her chicks, she sits alone, so too God said, “I burned my house, and
destroyed my city and exiled my children among the nations and now I
sit alone [and cry]: Eikha!” (Eikha Rabba, Petihta 20).

Here God cries with Israel and suffers along with them. God is deeply
bereft—suffering the terrible loss of His house, His city, and His children.
In the view of the rabbinic interpreters, God certainly has not abandoned
Israel. According to some midrashim, God even accompanies Israel into
exile:
“The word that came to Jeremiah from God” (Jeremiah 40:1). What was
that word? [God] said to him: “Jeremiah, if you stay here, I will go with
them [into exile], and if you go with them, I will stay here.” [Jeremiah]
said to Him: “Master of the Universe, if I go with them, what can I do to
help them? Let their King and Creator go with them, for He can help
them very much” (Eikha Rabba Petihta 34).

God’s company is a source of consolation, ensuring that they are not
alone in the exile and that God guarantees their future redemption.
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Eikha Rabba offers a completely different portrayal of God than the
one in the book of Eikha. In transforming God into a victim and companion, the midrashim reverse the meaning of the book. This indicates both
the extraordinary freedom of rabbinic interpretation and their resolute
determination to utilize Eikha in a manner that is efficacious for their
downcast constituents.
A Psychological Void
Eikha does not seek to strengthen the people; it offers little to relieve
Israel’s bleak psychological state. Alongside the collapse of the capital
city, Eikha describes the humiliation of jeering enemies (Eikha 1:7, 21;
2:16; 3:60–62) that results in the loss of Israel’s self-esteem: “Look God
and see our shame!” (Eikha 5:1). Eikha does not bolster the nation’s
confidence, and it refrains from offering overt encouragement, reassurance, or coping devices to restore Israel’s ebbing dignity.15
Hazal cannot sustain this omission, especially given the mockery of
the nations following the second hurban,16 compounded by the rise of
Christianity and the doctrine of supercessionism.17 Eikha Rabba fills the
psychological void, tendering a whirlwind of suggestions, anecdotes, and
directives designed to boost spirits and navigate Israel toward rehabilitation.18 Eikha Rabba offers several recourses to buoy the demoralized
community. They paint a vivid portrait of Israel’s glorious past, drawing
attention to its unequalled brilliance. It also accentuates Israel’s evident
15
Eikha does petition God to take vengeance on the enemies (e.g., 1:22, 3:64–66)
and in 4:21–22 expresses certainty that Edom will receive due punishment. There are,
moreover, several references to Israel’s noble past (1:1; 4:5, 7), although they seem
more intent upon highlighting the loss.
16
The argument that the abject state of the Jewish people serves as evidence for
the falsity of Judaism first appeared in Cicero (who lived prior to the destruction) and
was advanced by Celsus in the second century and by Julian in the fourth. Cohen,
Destruction, notes that the common biblical motif of “What will the nations say?”
(e.g., Exodus 32:12) is developed not by Eikha, but by Eikha Rabba.
17
The following statement by the third century Christian theologian Origen (in
Homily 4 of his “Homilies on Jeremiah”) represents this approach: “For God sent
away that people and gave to it a bill of divorce… Where is the ritual, the Temple, the
sacrifices? They were driven away from their own place. Hence He gave to Israel a bill
of divorce”; Origen: Homilies on Jeremiah, Homily on I Kings 28, trans. J. C. Smith
(Catholic University of America Press, 1998), 33. See also R. Kimelman, “Rabbi
Yokhanan and Origen on the Song of Songs: A Third-Century Jewish-Christian Disputation,” Harvard Theological Review 73 (1980), 588–594.
18
Eikha Rabba certainly presents a fair amount of the pain and suffering that dominates the biblical book. While Eikha Rabba is not primarily a book that consoles and
rehabilitates, it has surprisingly positive messages.
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advantages over her neighbors and enemies, even though in the present
reality Israel stands alone, uprooted, unprotected, and shunned.
The book of Eikha frequently compares the splendid past with a dismal present. The regal city that once teemed with people now sits isolated, abandoned, “widowed” (1:1). Its inhabitants, who ate delicacies and
dressed in silken finery, now languish on the streets from starvation and
cling to the dung heap for warmth (4:5). These recollections deepen the
sense of loss by highlighting the chasm between Israel’s former glory and
present abasement.
Jerusalem’s precipitous fall is also described. However, in a clever
twist, instead of focusing only on the terrible reversal, they enthusiastically explicate passages that reference Jerusalem’s past. In a bid to reinstate the dignity of a wretched people, they offer fond embellishments of
Israel’s past wealth and luxurious lifestyle:
“Precious children of Zion [who were once valued as gold]” (Eikha 4:2).
What was their value? When a non-Jerusalemite man would marry a Jerusalemite woman, he would give her her weight in gold. When a Jerusalemite man would marry a non-Jerusalemite woman, they would give him
his weight in gold (Eikha Rabba 4:2).

Sometimes Jerusalem’s previous greatness is overtly exaggerated:
“The city that was full of people.” R. Shemuel taught: Jerusalem had
twenty-four districts. Each district had twenty-four neighborhoods and
each neighborhood had twenty-four marketplaces. Each marketplace had
twenty-four streets and each street had twenty-four courtyards. Each
courtyard had twenty-four houses and each courtyard produced a populace double the number of those who left Egypt (Eikha Rabba 1:2).19

Striking a posture of confidence and even triumph, these midrashim
manipulate the contrast between past and present and reverse its primary
meaning. It is easy to be swept up in the fantasy-like depictions of Israel’s
dazzling magnificence, as reconstructed by rabbinic exegesis, and one can
almost (but not quite) obliterate the actual context, which describes the
dismal present.
19

Computing Jerusalem’s population, according to this midrash, results in nine
and a half trillion residents on the eve of the destruction (a figure which cannot be accepted at face value)! A similar midrash (Eikha Rabba 3:70) maintains that there were
500 elementary schools in Beitar prior to its destruction, and each of these schools
had no less than 300 pupils!
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To boost morale, some midrashim assert that the destruction functioned as expiation, wiping away the sins in anticipation of a restored
future:
The Rabbis said: The book of Eikha was better for Israel than forty years
of Jeremiah’s prophecies. Why? Because Israel received full atonement for
their sins on the day that the Temple was destroyed (Eikha Rabba 4:25).

Eikha Rabba assures the community that God gave them the endurance
to withstand their misfortunes:
R. Berechia said: “God strengthened me to stand amidst all [of the misfortunes].” One finds in Deuteronomy [ninety-eight punitive] admonitions.
Afterward, it is written (Deuteronomy 29:9), “All of you stand here…”
You are all strong enough to stand amidst all [of the misfortunes] (Eikha
Rabba 3:1).

Another midrash maintains that before God allowed this catastrophe
to come upon Israel, He prepared its cure. To illustrate this, it draws from
a series of verses from the book of Isaiah, each of which counters a verse
in the acrostic first chapter of Eikha:
Rabbanan said: Because they sinned from alef through tav [and Eikha
describes their punishments from alef through tav],20 they are comforted
from alef through tav. You also find that regarding all of the terrible
prophecies that Jeremiah prophesied against Israel [in Eikha, ch. 1], Isaiah
preceded him with a cure… Jeremiah said, “She surely cries in the night”
(Eikha 1:2), and Isaiah said, “She surely will not cry…” (Isaiah 30:19).
Jeremiah said, “Judah has been exiled in suffering” (Eikha 1:3), and Isaiah
said, “He will gather up the dispersed of Judah” (Isaiah 11:12). Jeremiah
said, “The roads to Zion mourn [for there is no one who comes on the
festival]” (Eikha 1:4), and Isaiah said, “A voice calls out, ‘Prepare in the
desert a road for God!’” (Isaiah 40:3) (Eikha Rabba 1:23).

This systematic midrash continues to list each verse and its counterpart in
Isaiah, which establishes that the nation is well-prepared to contend with
the calamity. Eikha Rabba firmly proclaims that these troubles will not
defeat Israel, for God has given His nation the strength to withstand
them.
20

In order to clarify the link between sin, punishment, and consolation, I have
added the sentence in brackets in this midrash from a previous one (Eikha Rabba
1:20).
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A fascinating, if slightly disturbing section of Eikha Rabba contains a
series of stories in which Israel’s cleverness trumps the power, brutality,
and wealth of the enemy.
A man from Athens went to Jerusalem and mocked the inhabitants of
Jerusalem.21 The [Jerusalemites] said, “Who will go and bring him here
[so that we can teach him a lesson]?” One man said, “I will go and bring
him here with a shaved head.” The Jerusalemite went to Athens and was
hosted by that same man. In the morning, they went together to stroll in
the marketplace. One of his [the Jerusalemite’s] sandals broke. He said to
a shoemaker, “Take this trimisa [a gold coin] and fix this sandal.”… The
next day the two went out to stroll in the marketplace when the other
sandal broke. He said to him [the Athenian host]: “Take this trimisa to a
shoemaker so that he can fix my sandals.” He [the Athenian] said: “Are
sandals so expensive in your [city]?” [The Jerusalemite] said, “Yes!” He
said, “How many dinar?” He [the Jerusalemite] responded, “They start
at nine or ten dinar; if they are cheap, they can be seven or eight dinar.”
The Athenian said, “If I come to your [city] with merchandise, could I
sell it there?” He said, “Yes, but you will not be permitted to enter the
city without contacting me.” He [the Athenian] arranged his affairs, acquired sandals, and came to Jerusalem, sitting at the gates of the city. He
sent for him [the Jerusalemite], who arrived and said to him [the Athenian], “We [Jerusalemites] have an agreement that no person may enter
to sell his merchandise unless his head is shaved and his face is blackened.” He [the Athenian] said to him, “And what do I have to lose if I
shave my head and sell my merchandise?” So he shaved his head and sat
in the marketplace. When a person came to buy sandals from him, he
said, “How much is this pair of sandals?” He [the Athenian] replied,
“Some for ten dinar, some for nine dinar. But I have nothing less than
eight dinar.” When the [buyer] heard that, he struck him on the head
with the sandals and left without purchasing anything. He [the Athenian
returned to the Jerusalemite and] said to him, “Did I treat you so badly
when you were a guest in my place?” The Jerusalemite responded, “From
now on, you will not insult the residents of Jerusalem!” (Eikha Rabba
1:13).

21

Based on the continuation of the midrash, it seems that the Athenian mocked
the Jerusalemites for their unattractive shorn heads and blackened faces following the
city’s destruction. Eikha Rabba 5:5 indicates that the Roman rulers commanded
Judeans to shave their heads and faces as a sign of their servitude. In the same midrash, a blackened face is used as a metaphor for a humiliated person.
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These anecdotes seem designed to show the powerless community that
they can use their wits to outmaneuver their enemies, thereby compensating for their weak position and inferior stature.22
Evoking Israel’s intelligence is good for her self-esteem. More significantly, it reminds Israel that despite her many losses, there is still one
thing that no one can take from the forlorn nation—namely, her intelligence, an advantage often highlighted in Eikha Rabba:
“Great among nations” (Eikha 1:1)… Great in intellect. R. Huna said in
the name of R. Yosi: Wherever a Jerusalemite went, they arranged a seat
of honor for him to sit upon in order to listen to his wisdom (Eikha
Rabba 1:4).

A Practical Void
Eikha dwells on the past and present, offering only brief glimpses into a
possible future. When it does look toward the future, it is generally in
order to request vengeance upon the enemies. Practically, this means that
Eikha offers no advice for moving past the dismal present to rebuild the
community or reconstitute its relationship with God. This represents a
stunning omission, given the dire circumstances that the community
faces. Can they find a substitute to replace the canons of Jewish life as it
was lived for so many years? How can this community continue to survive,
lacking its familiar social and religious institutions? Can the community
reconcile with God if there are no sacrifices, Temple, or priests to conduct
the atonement services?23 Eikha Rabba fills this void as well, proffering
pragmatic suggestions for constructing the nation’s future following its
disaster.
Eikha’s silence on rebuilding Israel’s relationship with God constitutes a risky omission, one that could plunge the people into despair. To
make matters worse, the book of Eikha thrusts the nation into further
helplessness with its alarming contention that God deflects the nation’s
22

See G. Hasan-Rokem, Web of Life: Folklore and Midrash in Rabbinic Literature
(Stanford University Press, 2000). Eikha Rabba stresses the wisdom in Israel, rather
than asserting that the nations are unintelligent: “Should a person tell you there is
wisdom among the nations, believe it” (Eikha Rabba 2:13).
23
Interestingly, Cohen, Destruction, 27, observes that Eikha Rabba does not express particular concern over the loss of the sacrificial service. This does not mean that
there is no mention of the loss of sacrifices—see, e.g., Eikha Rabba, Petihta 24, which
briefly laments “the place where the children of Abraham would bring offerings to
God.”
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prayers (Eikha 3:44). How can Israel continue to function if prayer is no
longer effective? Eikha Rabba tackles this problem directly:
R. Helbo asked R. Shemuel bar Nahmani: I have heard that you are successful at homiletic interpretations. What then is the explanation for the
verse (Eikha 3:44): “You covered Yourself with a cloud to prevent prayer
from passing through?” He replied: Prayer is likened to a mikve (ritual
bath), while repentance is likened to a sea. Just as the mikve is sometimes
open and sometimes locked, so too the gates of prayer are sometimes
locked and sometimes open. But the sea is always open. So too, the gates
of repentance are always open. R. Ana said: The gates of prayer are never
locked! (Eikha Rabba 3:60).

While R. Ana rejects the possibility that God does not accept their prayer
(thereby rejecting the simple meaning of the verse), R. Shemuel bar
Nahmani focuses on the power of repentance, which always remains
efficacious. Repentance is an important theme in Eikha Rabba, functioning as practical advice on how to direct spiritual energies when all communication with God appears to have ceased.24
Often, the ability of repentance to bring about a change for the better
is stressed. In the following example, Israel’s enemies acknowledge the
raw power of repentance. That is why they exert considerable effort to
prevent Israel from wielding this valuable tool:
Nebuchadnezzar … commanded [his general] Nevuzaradan: This God
of these [Israelites] accepts penitents and His hand is open to accept
those who return. Therefore, when you conquer them, do not give them
time to pray, so that they will not be able to repent and elicit God’s compassion (Eikha Rabba 5:5).

Repentance returns Israel to God, and it can also hasten the advent of
redemption or the end of days.
Eikha lacks leaders. In Eikha’s depiction, Israel’s political and religious leaders are corrupt (2:14, 4:13), ineffective (2:10, 5:12), or vanished
into exile (2:9, 4:20), leaving Israel bereft of much-needed leadership. To
fill this void, Eikha Rabba directs our attention to the forthcoming arrival
of the Messiah, a leader who will extricate the nation from its misfortune,
rebuild Jerusalem, and renew Jewish sovereignty, thereby ushering in an
eschatological era.
24
See also Petihta 25; Eikha Rabba 1:40. Eikha Rabba 2:3 asserts that had Israel
repented, God’s anger would have abated immediately.
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R. Abba Bar Kahana said: If you see benches filled with Babylonians settled in the land of Israel, you should anticipate the arrival of the Messiah….25 R. Shimon ben Yochai taught: If you see a Persian horse tied up
in the land of Israel, you should anticipate the arrival of the Messiah!
(Eikha Rabba 1:41).

In spite of the pressing need for promising leadership, Eikha Rabba maintains a cautious ambivalence toward fostering messianic hopes.26 The
book’s complex approach to Messianism is evident in a lengthy anecdote
regarding the birth of a messianic figure, whose task is to deliver Israel
from her misfortunes and return her from exile:
A man was plowing when his ox whinnied. An Arab passed by and asked
him, “What are you?” He answered, “I am a Judean.” He [the Arab] said
to him, “Release your ox and unfasten your plow.” He asked, “Why?” He
[the Arab] replied, “Because the Temple of the Judeans has been destroyed.”
He asked him, “How do you know?” He [the Arab] replied, “From the
whinny of your ox.” As they were speaking, the ox whinnied again. He
[the Arab] said, “Hitch up your ox and your plow, for the savior of the
Judeans has been born.” He [the Judean] asked, “And what is his name?”
“Menahem is his name.”27 “And what is his father’s name?” “Hezekiah.”
“And where can he be found?” “In the city of Bethlehem in Judah”
(Eikha Rabba 1:51).

The midrash initially presents an exceedingly hopeful portrait. Immediately following the destruction of the Temple, the messianic savior bursts
into the world. Nevertheless, the continuation proves less auspicious. In
an unsubtle polemic against Christian messianism, the search for this messiah (who is born in Bethlehem) proves futile.28 The message is both
25

Torah Temima, Eikha 1:13, n. 146, suggests that this refers not to the Babylonian enemies, but rather to the Judeans who return from the Babylonian exile to
repopulate the land.
26
The rabbinic wariness may be partially attributed to the messianic character of
Christianity. Rabbinic literature wanted to prevent messianic hopes from becoming
too centrally featured in Judaism. Moreover, the wariness may be connected to the
disappointing failure of the Bar Kokhba revolt, whose ideological underpinnings included the portrayal of Bar Kokhba as a messianic savior. Eikha Rabba 2:4 records a
sharp riposte that R. Yohanan ben Torta flung toward R. Akiva, who regarded Bar
Kokhba as Messiah: “Akiva! Grass will grow between your cheeks and he [the Messiah]
will still not have arrived!”
27
According to Sanhedrin 98b, the Messiah’s name is intended to counter the
morose verse, “For a comforter (menahem) is far from me” (Eikha 1:16).
28
In naming the Messiah’s father, the midrash may be gently denying the Christian
doctrine of a messiah, virgin-born, who is the divine son of God.
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enigmatic and startling: It seems that while the potential for a Messiah
exists, one should not devote oneself to a search for this figure. The midrash
continues to oscillate between hope in a Messiah and reluctance to focus
upon his imminent arrival, striking a judicious balance in presenting a
messianic vision. On the one hand, the promise of a messianic leader enables the nation to nurture hope, faith, and optimism as they confront a
grim reality. On the other hand, the book maintains a prudent resistance
to focusing on a messianic future. Messianism is often rooted in a negative attitude toward the present, which results in undue focus on the future. Eikha Rabba prefers to focus attention upon the present reality, as
we will see shortly. The book is willing to allow messianic hopes to
emerge, but it does not encourage the nation to concentrate excessive
attention upon future dreams.29
The loss of the Temple and political autonomy constitutes the loss of
two of the central components of Israel’s national self-definition. Torah
study represents a way to maintain Israel’s spiritual identity, offering the
nation a mechanism to conduct a relationship with God even after they
are exiled from their land.30 This creative activity can bolster and define
the landless community, enabling Israel to retain meaning, dignity, and
communal pride.
The prominence of this theme in Eikha Rabba cannot be overstated.
The book opens with a call to “raise your voice in words of Torah”31 and
repeatedly directs the community’s attention to the importance of Torah
study, which enables Israel to preserve its identity and purpose in the diaspora.32 Israel’s decision to embrace the Torah also empowers the nation
to defend its unique relationship with God, fiercely insisting that He forgive them for their sins:
29
R. J. Z. Werblowsky, “Messianism,” in Contemporary Jewish Religious Thought,
ed. A. A. Cohen and P. Mendes-Flohr (The Free Press, 1988), 598, notes: “Clearly
Judaism was, to begin with, not a messianic religion.” And later (599): “Of course,
there is no denying that the messianic complex moved from marginality to centrality,
and at certain periods even into the very center of Judaism.”
30
Several biblical sources hint at the understanding that “Torat Moshe” is particularly important during exile, following the loss of Israel’s state institutions. For
example, Psalms 90, which opens with the words “Tefilla le-Moshe,” follows on the
heels of Psalms 89, which describes the loss of the Davidic dynasty. Perhaps this is the
intention of Malakhi 3:22, which anticipates the impending disaster (and the cessation of prophecy) with the admonition to “remember Torat Moshe.”
31
Petihta 2 also focuses on the centrality of learning and teaching Torah, also highlighting the importance of paying proper wages to teachers of Torah.
32
The importance of Torah learning in a negative context is emphasized as well,
by attributing the destruction of Jerusalem to the absence of Torah learning in the city
(e.g., Eikha Rabba, Petihta 2, 23, 34; 1:33).
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God said to Israel: You have been stubborn [and sinful – why should I
forgive you?]. They said to him: Master of the Universe! So it is good for
us and so it is proper for us and so it is fair for us [that You return us to
You], for no other nation accepted Your Torah except for us (Eikha
Rabba 3:1).

The importance of both synagogues and study houses which can flourish
in exile as an apt substitute for the destroyed Temple are frequently highlighted.33 Eikha Rabba’s focus on Torah study enables Israel to construct
a new identity around these transportable activities.34
Eikha Rabba seems to recognize that Torah study is bound to be
pivotal for Israel’s self-definition in exile. Lacking a homeland and a sacred center for worship, Hazal understand that Israel can draw spiritual
purpose and strength from its unwavering devotion to Torah. The importance of Torah study for maintaining faith in its relationship with God
finds unique expression in a poignant midrash:
“This I shall place upon my heart, therefore, I will hope” (Eikha 3:21).
R. Abba bar Kahana said in the name of R. Yohanan: A parable—to what
is this likened? To a king who married a matron and wrote her a generous
marriage document, which read, “The following bridal chambers I am
giving you and the following purple garments I am giving you.” The king
then left her to go to a faraway land and was detained there. Her neighbors came to her and degraded her, saying, “The king has abandoned you
and has gone to a faraway land and will never return to you.” She would
cry and moan, but when she would come into her house, she would open
her marriage document and read it and see [what was written in] her
marriage document: “The following bridal chambers I am giving you and
the following fine purple garments I am giving you.” Immediately she
was comforted. After many years, the king returned. He said to her, “My
dear, I am amazed! How did you wait for me for all of those years?” She
said to him, “My Lord king, had you not written for me such a generous
marriage document, my neighbors would surely have caused me to lose
hope!” Similarly, the idolaters mock Israel and say to them, “Your God
has hidden His face and removed His presence from you and He will
33

See Eikha Rabba Petihta 1, 2; 3:7.
To illustrate the rabbinic attempt to replace the losses with Torah study, we recall
R. Yohanan ben Zakkai’s petition to Vespasian to grant him Yavneh as a place for the
Sanhedrin to reconvene so that Torah scholarship may continue (Gittin 56b). Oddly,
while the story of R. Yohanan ben Zakkai’s encounter with Vespasian appears in Eikha
Rabba 1:31, it omits this particular request.
34
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never return to you.” And she [Israel] cries and moans. However, when
they enter the synagogues and the houses of study and read the Torah,
they find that it is written (Leviticus 26:9), “And I will turn to you, and
multiply you, and place my dwelling place among you, and I will walk in
your midst.” And then, they are comforted. Tomorrow, when the redemption arrives, God will say to Israel, “My children, I am amazed by you!
How did you wait for me for all of those years?” And they will respond to
Him, “Master of the Universe! Were it not for the Torah that you gave
us, the nations would surely have caused us to lose hope.” Therefore, it
is written (Eikha 3:21), “This I shall place upon my heart [therefore, I
will hope.]” “This” always refers to Torah, as it says (Deuteronomy
4:44), “And this is the Torah [that Moses placed before the children of
Israel]” (Eikha Rabba 3:7).

Exile is fraught with God’s distance and inaccessibility, leaving Israel uncertain as to the state of its relationship with God. The envious and hostile surrounding nations exacerbate Israel’s insecurity, and their jeers echo
in the backdrop of Israel’s exilic misery. Indeed, Israel’s present reality
seems intolerable, and it is possible that Israel’s only recourse is to have
faith in a distant future. Yet, the midrash does not resort to excessive attention upon eschatology. While eschatological hopes remain its ultimate
aspiration, the above midrash nevertheless proposes a lifestyle that concentrates on a routine, daily life. Synagogues and study halls emerge as
the prominent institutions amidst a clear-eyed recognition that Torah
study will be the secret of Israel’s survival during the period of God’s
withdrawal.
Hazal’s perspicacity is nothing short of astonishing. Indeed, Israel’s
devotion to both prayer and especially Torah study unites the exilic community and provides Israel with nobility, purpose, and dignity throughout its turbulent history.
The book of Eikha focuses its attention on Israel’s pain and suffering
during and after the catastrophe of the hurban in 586 BCE. The book’s
struggle with theology and its willingness to portray the severity and
hopelessness of Israel’s present predicament is both honest and courageous. Nevertheless, its portrayal of the relationship between God and
Israel alongside its lack of attention to Israel’s future leaves some gaping
voids, which is filled by the midrashic imagination. The wise and compassionate messages found in Eikha Rabba support Israel throughout the
long and difficult years of exile. Hazal’s ability to understand Israel’s
present and future facilitated Israel’s continued perseverance and ability not
simply to survive, but also to flourish in the aftermath of catastrophe.
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